
Fellow racers, 

 

We are waiting for the government announcement this Tuesday to see if we can  race next week. There 

has been some chatter about removing or at least  easing some restrictions on sporting events so we 

hope to be able to get the  going soon. In the mean time we need to stay put and keep following the  

regulations as put on us by Bonnie. 

 

As you all know by now we have track supervision during the weekend and I  hope you all agree with me 

that the open practice days are improving. There is  still some road to cover but we are going the right 

direction. The last few  weekends have been very busy at the track. We hit the limit of 50 people at  the 

track a few times and unfortunately had to disappoint some as we where  "booked up".  

 

What really disappoints me is that some think it's not needed to take a few  seconds and cancel their 

T&T booking if they can't make it to the track. By  not cancelling this person is potentially denying 

another member to enjoy  the track at the busy days. I have no patience for that. It's rude and  

disrespectful towards the other members. The track supervisor will keep track of no  shows who didn't 

cancel. I will receive the names and I will block them  from Signup so no days can be booked in advance 

and these members can only  attend a T&T if there are spots left.  

 

Second, it seems like some still don't understand the rule that a person  can't book more than 1 

weekend day at the time. Currently I only remove one day  if a person get caught booking multiple days. 

As this doesn't seem to work  I have no choice than to simply remove all the bookings of the person who  

booked multiple days. It's up to that person to re-book test and tune if there  are still spots available. 

 

I am very sorry to keep on sending these kinds of e-mails but I get calls  almost daily from members to 

inform me how they feel about other members not  following some very simple rules. As you might 

understand I am getting very  tired of this. Please keep it together. There is light at the end of the  

tunnel and we don't have to bother you guys anymore with this.   

 

Hope to see you all soon again at the track!  

 

Erik Gerlof 

WCKC 

 


